CROCHET – more STITCHES
Please note that worldwide crochet terminology is different. I have been crocheting since I was a little girl and
was taught by my very special big sister. Therefore wording and techniques are my own ways other than images
etc that are posted and credited.
DOUBLE TREBLE (dtr)
2. Feed crochet
hook into chain
stitch.

1. Yarn over
hook 4 times.

3. Yarn over hook
and pull through
chain stitch.

5. Yarn over hook
and pull through 2
“loops”. You are left
with 4 loops.

4. You are left
with 5 “loops”
on hook.

6. Yarn over hook
and pull through 2
“loops”. You are left
with 3 loops.

.

7. Yarn over hook
and pull through 2
“loops”. You are left
with 2 loops.

8. Yarn over hook and pull
through final 2 “loops”.
You have now completed
the double treble stitch.

.
.

Step by step images
from Annie’s
Catalogue.
ue.

.

Credit Image – Annie’s Catalogue

NOTE: I have used 3 “loops” on the hook instead of 4 loops as shown in Image 1 or Image a, for other patterns. You
will get a slightly shorter stitch. Create away and experiment.

BOBBLE STITCH

Image of a Bobble
crochet stitch.

2. You have 3 “loops’ left on
crochet hook.

1. Yarn over hook once,
place hook through chain
stitch and pull yarn
through chain stitch.

3. Yarn over hook and pull
yarn through 2 loops. You
are left with 2 loops.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS
STITCH IS WORKED IN THE
SAME CHAIN STITCH.

5. You have 4 “loops’ on
your crochet hook.

4. Yarn over hook once,
place hook through the
same chain stitch and pull
yarn through the chain
stitch.

6. Yarn over hook and pull
yarn through 2 loops. You
are left with 3 loops

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS
STITCH IS WORKED IN THE
SAME CHAIN STITCH.
7. Yarn over hook once,
place hook through the
same chain stitch and pull
yarn through the chain
stitch.

8. Yarn over hook and pull yarn through all 4 loops. You are left with 1 loops and
your BOBBLE STITCH.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS
STITCH IS WORKED IN THE
SAME CHAIN STITCH.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THESE CROCHET STITCHES ARE SOMETIMES KNOWN AS POPCORN OR PUFF. They all vary
slightly, but have the same effect/look.

Credit Image – Look at what I made.

Popcorns, Bobbles and Puff stitches are all stitches where a group of stitches are worked together.
Credit content and images - https://crystalsandcrochet.com

Bobble Stitch
The Bobble stitch is one of my favourite stitches.
The secret to success with this stitch is to always remember that the Bobble is made on the wrong side of your
work!
The stitches either side of the bobble must be at least half the height of the bobble. If your bobble is made with dc
then the stitches either side should be a sc, if you are making tr bobbles the use hdc either side.
Normally a bobble stitch is worked in three rows or rounds. First a foundation row of sc worked on the right side
of your work, then turn to wrong side and make the bobbles with sc between, turn again to the right side and
finish with another row of sc.
This photo shows tr bobble, five tr are made in the same way as a cluster but without the closing chain one. You
can see the stitches either side of the bobble are hdc. Also note how as the following hdc is made it pulls the
bobble down making it pop out on the right side of the work.

Here you can see the effect of different numbers of stitches used.

.

Popcorns
To make a popcorn stitch:
Make five dc in the same stitch.
Remove hook from last loop.
Hook through first dc and last dc and pull through.
Chain one to close the stitch. This chain one is not counted in any stitch count as it is part of the Popcorn stitch
and pushes the stitch forwards making it “pop”.

Puff Stitch
Essentially a puff stitch is a group or cluster of half double crochet stitches.
To make a Puff stitch:
Yarn over, put hook through indicated stitch and pull up a loop to the height of surrounding stitches.
Three loops on hook.
Repeat three more times.
Nine loops on hook.
Yarn over and pull through all nine loops and close with a chain one to secure the stitch.
With normal stitches either side of the puff stitch an extra dimension of texture is added, with spaces either side
of the puff stitch more focus is drawn to the puff stitch for decorative purposes.

